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              Get the best of both worlds:

                a LIMS software with an ELN

              If you deal with large amounts of data and samples, Agilent SLIMS increases
                your lab's productivity, eases the process of sample management, and helps you reduce
                errors.
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              Trusted by many

              Labs in over 20 countries are using Agilent SLIMS
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                  Get support from
SLIMS
                    experts

                

                
                  
                    
                      Agilent SLIMS engineers are domain experts
                      with
                      backgrounds in science and laboratory informatics. We have deployed
                      solutions
                      for labs in more than 20 countries. We support you in all the phases of the
                      project, from installation and configuration to validation and ongoing
                      assistance.
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                  Choose your
preferred
                    installation

                

                
                  
                    
                      Agilent SLIMS offers flexible installation
                      options and can either be hosted on a reliable, scalable, secure
                      Agilent server, or with your favorite cloud service provider. It can also
                      be installed on a server at your site. Deployment is quick and 100%
                      remote. Once installed, SLIMS can be used with just a web browser from
                      computers or tablets.
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                  Get productive faster with
SLIMS
                    Store
                  

                

                
                  
                    
                      Choose from a library of sample types, locations, metadata, automation snippets,
                      premade entire configurations, and more to make your solution operational as
                      fast as possible. Install what you need and use it as is, or adapt it to make
                      SLIMS ready for your lab.
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                Everyday benefits for all labs

                SLIMS combines the
                  best of a LIMS and an ELN in a single Laboratory execution system (LES)
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                Save time and money with SLIMS

                	Track your samples and lab resources
Manage logistics and
                    increase
                    your lab productivity.
Track any sample in your lab from reception, storage, and
                    processing to results.
	Execute your lab operations
SLIMS is a laboratory executions
                    system (LES) that provides you a complete workflow solution:
                    track every aspect of your workflow and maintain traceability from start to finish.
                    Create protocols that easily integrate with equipment in your lab.
                  
	Reduce human errors
Move from a paper to a digital environment.
                    Identify errors earlier with an interactive and intuitive interface.

                  


              

            

            
              
                Adaptable and efficient
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                Adaptable and efficient

                	Integrate lab equipment
Hardware and software do not have to be
                    separate.
                    SLIMS can be integrated with lab equipment to automate the userâ€™s experience, saving
                    time and money, and eliminating errors.

                  
	Integrate to your existing systems
SLIMS can interact with many
                    business packages (such as identify management software, SAP, or billing systems)
                    and also Agilent and non Agilent laboratory systems (such as Agilent OpenLab, iLab,
                    the Alissa Platform, and more). SLIMS can also fully interface your existing systems
                    with its APIs, which allow communication with third-party tools.
                  
	Meet data integrity standards
SLIMS provides the technical
                    controls to securely acquire, process, report, and store data in laboratories that
                    must follow the compliance guidelines of FDA 21 CFR Part 11, EU Annex 11, and GAMP5,
                    as well as ISO/IEC 17025 and EPA 40 CFR Part 160.


              

            

          

        

      
    

    
    
    
      
        
          
            
              
                SLIMS for your industry

                Work fast, increase quality, and save costs

              

            

            
              
                
                  Pharma
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                    For labs that are required to follow compliance guidelines, SLIMS provides
                      tehnical controls to securely acquire, process, report, and store data.

                    Discover more about SLIMS for Pharma

                  

                

              

              
                
                  Research
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                    Track samples from the initial request through data collection and results
                      reporting, with customized dashboards and end-to-end compliance support.

                    Discover more about SLIMS for Research Institutes

                  

                

              

              
                
                  Biobanks
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                    Design complete studies and automate consent tracking, enrollment, collection
                      events, processing, storage, and more over the entire sample liftime.

                    Discover more about SLIMS for Biobanks

                  

                

              

              
                
                  NGS
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                    Provides a single system for integrating sequencers, analysis platforms, and lab
                      software, aiding batch processing and reducing manual intervention.

                    Discover more about SLIMS for NGS

                  

                

              

              
                
                  Analytical
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                    Covers the entire analytical workflow from request submission to report
                      generation, allowing lab managers to plan, assign, track, evaluate, and more.
                    

                    Discover more about SLIMS for Analytical Labs

                  

                

              

              
                
                  Cannabis
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                    Enhance compliance, traceability, and analysis workflows for cannabis testing
                      labs, from sample intake to potency and safety assessments.

                    Discover more about SLIMS for Cannabis Testing

                  

                

              

            

          

        

      
    

    
    
    
      
        
          
            
              SLIMS Store Flyer

              Download our flyer for Agilent SLIMS Store and learn how to facilitate your lab by installing
                prepackaged configurations for various industries.

              Download it here!
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              On-Demand Webinars

              Series of live and recorded webinars
                for SLIMS software.

              Watch now!
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              What our clients say

              Hear what our clients have to say about thier experience with
                SLIMS
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                  â€œSLIMS became crucial to our activities and is now the
                    keystone of all out operations. SLIMS is used daily by our team
                    members. It not only simplifies our access to data
                    or replaces repetitive tasks, it seamlessly ensures traceability in
                    compliance with our high-quality standards, it integrates analytical
                    equipment to accelerate day-to-day laboratory procedures, and it serves as
                    repository for SOPs and
                    important documentation.â€�
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                  â€œSLIMS is a great solution for our biobanking activities. The
                    integrated ELN is an indispensable tool â€“ we use it to track all our sample
                    activities. The SLIMS workflow module is an innovative tool that
                    allows us to register our studies in a dynamic environment. SLIMS is flexible to our
                    needs and a lot of this can be done by the user. Moreover, if we have a complex
                    request or integration issue, engineer support is great.â€�

                

              

            

          

        

      

    
    
    
    
      
        
          
            
              
                Frequently Asked Questions

              

            

            
              
                
                  
                    
                      
                        What does LIMS stand for?
                      
                    

                    
                      
                        LIMS stands for Laboratory Information Management System. When you add
                          "Smart" to this acronym, it becomes SLIMS.

                      

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        What is a laboratory information management system (LIMS)?
                      
                    

                    
                      
                        Laboratory information management systems (LIMS) are
                          business applications that manage and track analysis requests and the
                          associated
                          samples, test results, and other information required to issue the final
                          certificate of analysis (COA). LIMS is a general term that covers a wide
                          scope
                          of functionalities and lab markets, but it has been used for years in
                          the
                          industry to describe a system that electronically records samples and
                          results,
                          has workflow functionality, and supports use in regulated environments.
                        

                      

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        What is a Laboratory Execution System (LES)?
                      
                    

                    
                      
                        A laboratory execution system (LES) is a combination of LIMS
                          functionality and ELN functionality. It combines the sample centric
                          approach of a LIMS with the workflow driven paradigm of an analytical
                          ELN into a holistic solution for executing laboratory procedures. An LES
                          is the tool of choice for converting paper-based processes into fully
                          automated and integrated digital workflows.

                      

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        What is Agilent SLIMS?
                      
                    

                    
                      
                        A recent trend in the industry is laboratory digitization. Discover more .
                          Agilent SLIMS combines the flexibility to design your workflow
                          executions, sample tracking, data reporting, instrument integration and
                          more in one holistic application, supported by engineers who help you
                          configure the software and plan for each milestone to minimize
                          disruption to the lab. SLIMS has various install options: it can be run
                          on premise, cloud hosted by Agilent, or cloud hosted by the customer.
                        

                        It is important to find a LIMS with not only the right features to
                          support complex processes, but one with a team that understands the
                          journey it takes to implement the switch to digital.

                      

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        What are the advantages of a LIMS?
                      
                    

                    
                      
                        The goal of all labs is to be error-free and efficient. Agilent SLIMS
                          brings
                          those benefits to lab operations by reducing manual interface with
                          software.
                          SLIMS provides:

                        	Higher efficiency, with equipment integrations to get results
                            directly
                            from lab machines
	Fewer errors, with automation instead of manual transmission
	Increased quality of data integrity, with data management
	Cost savings by improving quality, training, and efficiency


                      

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        What is a LIMS used for? What are examples of LIMS implementations?
                      
                    

                    
                      
                        LIMS can be used in various areas, and their coverage differs depending
                          on
                          the domain.

                        For example, analytical laboratories conducting environmental
                          or food analysis take advantage of holistic workflow management that
                          integrates the best of a LIMS and of an analytical electronic lab
                          notebook into a lab execution system (LES) offering connection to
                          instruments.

                        Pharmaceutical laboratories gain from regulatory
                          compliance, and a LIMS assists in controlling user inputs, facilitating
                          review by exception, and covering signature needs. A LIMS can even help
                          achieve and maintain ISO 17025 certification, for example.

                        Biobanks benefit by tracking specimens
                          electronically from sample reception through storage, monitoring,
                          retrieval,
                          sharing, shipment, and delivery. Study management and configurable
                          metadata
                          ensures that all the data related to a sample and its quality are
                          captured
                          and analyzed. Lab automation can be used to make it easier and faster to
                          collect the data.

                        NGS laboratories need a LIMS to manage their
                          plates through batch processing or to generate libraries. With large
                          amounts of data generated, integration with lab equipment and automation
                          improves user experience, saves time and money, and minimizes errors.
                        

                        Research labs benefit from interactive
                          note-taking tools like an ELN feature, access rights management and
                          version control, SOPs, and drag-and-drop digital media. Ad hoc protocol
                          templates facilitate data sharing and reuse.

                      

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        Who uses a LIMS and what are advantages for the users?
                      
                    

                    
                      
                        A LIMS provides the laboratory manager with an overall vision of their
                          lab.
                          It shows an overview of the lab that illuminates the operations that
                          might
                          be blocked for different reasons (people, instruments, inventories, or
                          procedures).

                        Laboratory technicians are guided within the LIMS with step-by-step
                          protocols
                          to help them navigate processes the right way.

                        Quality assurance specialists need to monitor procedures and quality
                          standards in the lab. A LIMS ensures the lab performs according to their
                          desired regulations.

                        Principal investigators can manage entire projects with a LIMS and an
                          ELN. With dashboards, they oversee the status of studies and have a
                          perspective on the requests they submit.

                        Core facility managers can keep their hands in the science, as a LIMS
                          system connects with asset management software so that the results are
                          conveyed to the initial requestor.

                      

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        How do a LIMS and an ELN work together?
                      
                    

                    
                      
                        The lines between all these different lab tools have increasingly blurred
                          over the last few years, with established LIMS vendors adding ELNs to
                          their
                          portfolio, and ELN vendors adding sample tracking and management
                          capabilities to their products. Learn more.

                        You should choose a holistic solution that offers the best of a LIMS and
                          ELN
                          in the same tool so you can manage samples from one stage to another,
                          track
                          locations and assignments seamlessly, receive guidance for complex
                          workflows, automate processes to increase efficiency and reduce errors,
                          review by exception, and facilitate collaboration without creating
                          delays.
                          This all-in-one solution is also called a Laboratory Execution System
                          (LES).
                        

                      

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        What are the benefits of integrating instruments with LIMS?
                      
                    

                    
                      
                        "Data should never, ever be written down on paper, a body part, a lab
                          coat,
                          or even a Post-It note. Ensure that data are captured securely by
                          interfaced
                          instruments and that applicable ALCOA+ principles are met." Learn more.

                        Using a LIMS helps a lab achieve that desired end goal of error reduction
                          and
                          improved efficiency. Use of technical controls in the software assures
                          data
                          quality and data integrity, helping to maintain compliance. Manual
                          procedures such as sample preparation and capture observation tests can
                          be
                          automated, reducing problems and improving the transparency of work.
                          Records
                          and processes are kept more secure by eliminating paper and using
                          electronic
                          signatures.

                        It's possible to interface analytical instruments so the data they
                          generate
                          can be integrated into automated procedures. For example, instead of
                          writing
                          the preparation of buffer solution in a logbook, the automated process
                          in
                          the LES states what compounds will be required and captures the weights
                          of
                          each electronically. The label containing the buffer name, strength,
                          preparation, and other relevant information are printed on it for the
                          prepared solution and referred to in the LES.

                        Manual observations are entered into the LES, bypassing paper results
                          entirely, which eliminates the need for master templates and blank
                          forms, and the administrative overhead of managing them. The data is
                          captured electronically, instead of being transcribed, printed, entered
                          in other computer systems, or transferred manually via removable media.
                          Instead, the data is transferred by validated electronic processes,
                          which eliminates the need for transcription error checking. Processes
                          are automated, including the transfer of sample information, requests to
                          the LES to carry out analysis, and results to upload to the LIMS. Either
                          the LES or LIMS can conduct sample management. The CDS and LES are
                          interfaced as well to eliminate manual data entry and transcription
                          error changes.
                        

                        The cost of compliance is cheaper than that of noncompliance. FDA warning
                          letters show how important it is to automate to the greatest practical
                          degree. Changing to a digital lab is disruptive, but by understanding
                          the principles with help from experts, and with a strategy mindful of
                          those hurdles, the journey to digitization can be achieved a milestone
                          at a time.

                      

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        How long does it take to implement a LIMS project?
                      
                    

                    
                      
                        Typical LIMS installations require planning, effort, and commitment. Learn more.

                        Our team of industry experts understands the level of complexity of
                          various labs and how disruptive such a change can be. The implementation
                          of SLIMS is rapid and realistic, transitioning to digital at the lab's
                          pace. We follow a holistic approach focused on time-to-value to
                          prioritize the changes that will improve efficiency from the background
                          and iterate into each next critical milestone to match the lab data
                          model as closely as possible. We install and verify that SLIMS performs
                          exactly as designed, configure the software with the customer, and equip
                          the customer with training to fine tune their transition.

                        The SLIMS store provides a library of sample types, locations, metadata,
                          automation snippets, sample sheets, and more that customers and our
                          engineers use to make the solution operational quickly. These packages
                          are already configured for specific use in a domain and are ready as is
                          or can be adapted to a specific configuration.

                        With the SLIMS team and tools, you don't need to purchase days of
                          professional services or highly specialized software engineering
                          expertise
                          to reconfigure or upgrade the software later. You can manage regular
                          maintenance in house.

                      

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        How much does a LIMS cost? Are LIMS expensive?
                      
                    

                    
                      
                        There are many factors to consider. It depends on the customerâ€™s needs,
                          but some aspects can be guessed when estimating the cost . For example,
                          the number of users, how many functionalities are needed, the method of
                          deployment, and access. SLIMS eases the pain of transition.

                        	Software-related costs
SLIMS is web-based so
                            there is no cost for client maintenance. SaaS installations are also
                            supported.
	Fast implementation with ready-made
                            modules
SLIMS
                            can be used out-of-the-box and customized with the help of our
                            specialists. Configurations for various markets can be installed to
                            get
                            complex labs up and running quickly.
	We give power to the lab
Youâ€™ll be trained how
                            to maintain SLIMS so you wonâ€™t need expensive services for regular
                            procedures.
                          


                      

                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        How do you host a LIMS?
                      
                    

                    
                      
                        Modern software offers flexible installation options. Most LIMS can be
                          installed on a server within your IT infrastructure. Other LIMS are
                          available as SaaS on a scalable, powerful, secure server.

                        SLIMS lets you choose an implementation between Agilent-hosted or
                          customer-hosted on the cloud, or on premise. SLIMS can be used with just
                          a web browser from a client computer or on a tablet.

                      

                    

                  

                

              

            

          

        

      
    

    
    	
        
        
          
            
              Getting a demo is easy.

              Fill out the form and one of our experts will contact you.

              
                
                * This field is required







First Name*








Last Name*








Company/Org*








Address*








City*








State/Province








Postal Code*








Country*
Select a country
Afghanistan
Ã…land Islands
Albania
Algeria
American Samoa
Andorra
Angola
Anguilla
Antarctica
Antigua and Barbuda
Argentina
Armenia
Aruba
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bahamas
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belarus
Belgium
Belize
Benin
Bermuda
Bhutan
Bolivia
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Botswana
Bouvet Island
Brazil
Brit/Indian Ocean Terr.
Brunei Darussalam
Bulgaria
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Ivory Coast
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
Cape Verde
Cayman Islands
Central African Republic
Chad
Chile
China
Christmas Island
Cocos (Keeling) Islands
Colombia
Comoros
Congo
Congo, The Dem. Republic Of
Cook Islands
Costa Rica
Croatia
Cuba
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Djibouti
Dominica
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea
Estonia
Ethiopia
Falkland Islands
Faroe Islands
Fiji
Finland
France
French Guiana
French Polynesia
French Southern Terr.
Gabon
Gambia
Georgia
Germany
Ghana
Gibraltar
Greece
Greenland
Grenada
Guadeloupe
Guam
Guatemala
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Guyana
Haiti
Heard/McDonald Isls.
Honduras
Hong Kong, China
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Kiribati
Korea (North)
Korea (South)
Kosovo
Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan
Laos
Latvia
Lebanon
Lesotho
Liberia
Libya
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Macao, China
Madagascar
Malawi
Malaysia
Maldives
Mali
Malta
Marshall Islands
Martinique
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mayotte
Mexico
Micronesia
Moldova
Monaco
Mongolia
Montenegro
Montserrat
Morocco
Mozambique
Myanmar
N. Mariana Isls.
Namibia
Nauru
Nepal
Netherlands
Netherlands Antilles
New Caledonia
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Niue
Norfolk Island
North Macedonia
Norway
Oman
Pakistan
Palau
Palestinian Territory, Occupied
Panama
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Pitcairn
Poland
Portugal
Puerto Rico
Qatar
Reunion
Romania
Rwanda
Saint Kitts and Nevis
Saint Lucia
Samoa
San Marino
Sao Tome/Principe
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Serbia
Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Singapore
Slovak Republic
Slovenia
Solomon Islands
Somalia
South Africa
Spain
Sri Lanka
St. Helena
St. Pierre and Miquelon
St. Vincent and Grenadines
Sudan
Suriname
Svalbard/Jan Mayen Isls.
Swaziland
Sweden
Switzerland
Syria
Taiwan, China
Tajikistan
Tanzania
Thailand
Timor-Leste
Togo
Tokelau
Tonga
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Turkmenistan
Turks/Caicos Isls.
Tuvalu
Uganda
Ukraine
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United States
Uruguay
US Minor Outlying Is.
Uzbekistan
Vanuatu
Vatican City
Venezuela
Viet Nam
Virgin Islands (British)
Virgin Islands (U.S.)
Wallis/Futuna Isls.
Western Sahara
Yemen
Zambia
Zimbabwe
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Any Other questions, comments or suggestions?








Yes, I would like to receive email updates about Agilent products, services and events.



For full details of how we will treat your information please view our privacy policy: www.agilent.com/home/privacy-policy
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